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Abstract. Problems of effective rapid and reliable CBIR (Content Based Image
Retrieval) are discussed in the paper, generally concerning the so called
“primary” CBIR, i.e. the image query by example into a large database of
images of hallmark type. A novel Polar-Fourier-Wavelet transform (PFWT) is
proposed herein, allowing both high invariance towards accidental input image
rotation and low correlation among the transform coefficients, the latter
expected significantly to reduce the retrieval errors. Beside the theoretical
aspects of the PFWT, result analysis is reported on tests over three IDBs from
the real practice.
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1 Introduction
The state of the art in CBIR (Content Based Image Retrieval) is often referred to as
“early” because it is based mainly on the extraction of the image primary features that
are used for similar image retrieval from a database of images (IDB) [5], [9]. Thus the
early CBIR is expected to overcome the current "semantic gap" on the path from lowlevel features towards the (user preferred) integrated semantic concepts over them [9],
i.e. to become a natural base for further development to the “logical” and/or “abstract”
CBIR [5].
There are many CBIR problems, the solution to which requires a rapid and reliable
basic access method into an IDB. A classical task in this sense is the image query-byexample into an IDB of hallmarks [3], [5]. A promising approach to this task’s
solution is the generation of adequate image descriptors to be used as keys for fast
index search into the IDB [3], [4], [10]. The approach is well applicable to the great
amount of large-scale IDBs already created by conventional DB management tools
[3], [4], [5], [9].
The paper defines a novel Polar-Fourier-Wavelet transform (PFWT), which not
only provides emphasis to the essential image content and to the desirable high
invariance towards accidental image rotation at input, but also ensures a lower
correlation among transform coefficients than what the known transforms do. The

latter contributes significantly to the noise tolerance of CBIR. Beside the theoretical
aspects of PFWT, the paper also analyzes the PFWT experimental results as of the
CBIR practice of the Bulgarian Patent Office (PORB), with their large IDB of
professional and/or service marks.

2 Problem Description in Brief
The needed processing of a given image g(x,y) to obtain a CBIR descriptor D can
generally be described by the following 3 steps [3], [4], [10]:
• Transform g(x,y) to underline the image significant features: T: g(x,y) → gT(f),
where gT(f) can be considered as a field of potentials for the emphasized feature set f,
or even a function over the emphasized feature vector space f.
• Scan gT(f) into a string and cut off this string to a definite length L to obtain a
descriptor D=(d0, d1,…dL-1) of the initial image.
• Use D as a key for (fast) access into the given IDB. It can be considered that
the features’ order of D corresponds to a given (user’s) interpretation of their
significance “ f ” for the initial image description, i.e. (d0) f (d1) f … f (dL-1).
Assigning of the “classical” 2DFT (2-Dimensional Fourier Transform) to T results
into a not bad solution to the problem of fast CBIR access to images of given IDB.
Unfortunately, this solution is highly dependent on the accidental/random rotation of
the input query image and often causes (unacceptable) errors of CBIR, [4], [10].
A possible approach addressing the rotational (and scale) invariance lies in the
preliminary evaluation of the accidental rotation (and/or scale) at the input and its
(their) back compensation. But this usually leads to a heavy and unreliable software
performance.
The more apt and widely spread approach to the above issue is to subject the
image to preliminary LogPMT (Logarithmic Polar Mapping Transform), by which the
rotation and scale are converted into translations, [8].
Additionally, the logarithmic part of LogPMT can be safely omitted since it is
ineffective when applied to non-isotropic scale, i.e. different along both axes (0x) and
(0y). Thus, in practice, the simpler PMT is commonly used, and the compensation of
accidental scale is usually left to the above mentioned input preprocessing.
In a similar fashion, the combination of PMT and 2DFT can lead to the so-called
“Generic Fourier Descriptors for Object-Based Image Retrieval” of [10]. We will
name this “classical” combination as P2DFT and will consider the hereafter proposed
PFWT (Polar-Fourier-Wavelet-Transform) as an improving modification [3], [4] to
the former [10].

3 The Proposed Image Transform PFWT
The proposed PFWT can be presented by the following algorithm of 4 steps:
3.1 The PFWT algorithm

PFWT step 1. Polar mapping of the given image g(x,y), P: g(x,y) → gP(ρ,θ),

( ρ + jθ , g P ) = P ( ρ exp( jθ ), g )

ρ = x 2 + y 2 , θ = arctg( y x) , g P = g ( x, y ), j 2 = −1 .

(1 )

I.e., P represents a conformal transform that stretches the Cartesian plane (0xy),
which is also of polar coordinates (ρ,θ), to a new Cartesian plane (0ρθ), [8], see Fig.
2, the second row of images. The digital implementation of P naturally introduces
noise; we will call it additive “regular” noise in 4.1.
PFWT step 2. 1-D discrete complex Fourier transform along the θ axis: F: gP(ρ,θ) →
gPF(ρ,ωθ),

g PF ( ρ , ωθ ) = ∑ g P ( ρ , θ ) exp(− jθωθ ) , j 2 = −1 ,

(2 )

θ

where ωθ is the frequency variable, corresponding to θ, and the result gPF is a complex
function of (ρ,ωθ). The software implementation of F most often uses the so-called
Fast Fourier Transform, [2].
PFWT step 3. 1-D complex wavelet transform along the ρ axis: W: gPF(ρ,θ) →
gPFW(τρ, ωθ):

W : ( f 0 ,f 1 ,...f N −1 ) → (c 0 ,c1 ,...c N −1 ), N = 2 k k > 0
f i = f ( ρ) = Re( f ( ρ)) + j Im( f ( ρ)), ρ = iρ max /N , i = 0 ,1,...( N − 1), j 2 = −1
cτ = c(τ ) = ( f*Φ )(τ ) = ∑ f ( ρ)Φ (τ − ρ) = (Re( f )*Φ)(τ ) + j (Im( f )*Φ)(τ )

(3 )

ρ

g PFW (τ ρ ,ωθ ) = c(τ ρ ) = W (Re( g PF ( ρ,ωθ )) + j Im( g PF ( ρ,ωθ )), τ ρ = τ

τ = 0,1,...( N − 1) .
where (f0,f1,…fN-1) is the discrete representation of gPF(ρ,θ), ρmax determines the
interval (0,ρmax) for gPF(ρ,ωθ) and gP(ρ,θ), while (c0,c1,…cN-1) is the series of the
respective wavelet coefficients of gPF(ρ, ωθ), i.e. the leaves in the full binary tree of a
detailed decomposition at a resolution J, J>0, in accordance with the discrete
algorithm of Mallat [6]. In our case, the band filter Φ defined in (-∆τ/2,+∆τ/2),
∆τ=ρmax2-J, corresponds to the chosen wavelet for W, and to the respective J for its
scaling, [6]. Φ is introduced in formulation (3) to stress out the commutativity
between W and the preceding F from (2). This occurs important for the software
performance, and is visible from the representation of W as a convolution (.)*(.) of
gPF(ρ,ωθ) or gP(ρ,θ) with a filter Φ.
PFWT step 4. Finally, perform a module transform M: gPFW(ρ,θ) → | gPFW(τρ,ωθ) |. As
established, this step is necessary for assuring translation invariance; the same is valid for
P2DFT, [3], [4], [8], [10].

3.2 Extra notes to PFWT

As defined, PFWT is obviously valid for half-tone (gray) images, i.e. similarly to
P2DFT. Color images can also be processed, after a preliminary conversion to gray.
At the time being, the db2 wavelet of Daubechies has been chosen for the WT part
of PFWT, [6]. It is smooth enough as well as simple enough for quantitative
considerations, comparatively to db1 that is equivalent to Haar wavelet and often
preferred in image processing, [7].
IDB key generation. The IDB keys used to IDB access can be considered as
composite keys, i.e. consisting of byte items (d0) f (d1) f … f (dL-1), L – the length of
the key. Each key can simply be represented as a number of a 256-based number
system. A given input image key D is obtained by scanning the resulting PFWT or
P2DFT map of the image.
Considering the PFWT coefficients to be more significant the closer they are to the
map beginning (0,τρ,ωθ), the scan of PFWT map is ordered by the (Euclidian)
distance on the map item’s positions. The similar is concerned for P2DFT, see Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. The scan ordering applied to both PFWT and P2DFT

Normalization: The process of IDB key generation needs a normalization of the key
items (di), i=1,2,…L-1 in the range [0÷255] determined by the bytes representation.
• Zhang and Lu [10] propose the following formulae:

 P2DFT(0,0) P2DFT(0,1) P2DFT(0,2) P2DFT(m, n) 
,
D = (d 0 , d1 ,...d mn −1 ) = 
,
,
,...
area
P2DFT(0,0) P2DFT(0,0)
P2DFT(0,0) 

where area means the spectrum area (or some part of it), and the indexing is 2D.
• The above normalization is almost adopted hereinafter with modifications:
  PFWT(1)   PFWT( 2)   PFWT( L − 1)  
,
D = ( d 0 , d1 ,...d L−1 ) =  b, 
,
,...
  PFWT(0) / b   PFWT(0) / b   PFWT(0) / b  
b
b
b


(4 )

where L is the key length. The modifications reflect the chosen way of map scanning
as well as the restrictions ⋅b of the greatest key items to b-1, b =256.

PFWT basic properties. The two considered transforms can shortly be presented as
compositions as follows:
PFWT = P o W ρ o Fθ o M = P o Fθ o W ρ o M ,
(5 )
P2DFT = P o Fρ o Fθ o M = P o Fθ o Fρ o M ,

where the transform components P, F, W and M have the sense of 3.1.
Reversibility of the basic part of PFWT:
(PFW ) −1 = ( Fθ ) −1 o (W ρ ) −1 o ( P) −1 = (W ρ ) −1 o ( Fθ ) −1 o ( P ) −1 .

(6 )

Linearity of the basic part of PFWT:
(PFW )(αg ( x, y ) + βh( x, y )) = α (PFW )( g ( x, y )) + β (PFW )(h( x, y )) .

(7 )

Inner commutativity of the basic part of PFWT:
(PFW )( g ( x, y )) = W ρ Fθ ( f (θ , ρ )) = Fθ W ρ ( f (θ , ρ )) ,

(8 )

f (θ , ρ ) = P ( g ( x, y )) .

Rotational invariance of PFWT (including M, the 4-th step of PFWT). The polar
mapping P of the input image g(x,y), by a centre – the center of image “gravity”,
transforms the accidental input rotation into translation of gP(ρ,θ) = P(g(x,y)). The
final operation M ignores the phase thus ignoring the random input rotation.
Expected advantages of PFWT towards P2DFT. There is no primary necessity of
using second 1D Fourier transform, namely Fρ, as it is in P2DFT. In PFWT it is
replaced by a 1D wavelet transform. The WT-coefficients are statistically noncorrelated, as well as the Fourier coefficients are [1], [6], but WT allows a full
independence between the object space and the frequency space representations,
while FT is limited in this respect [1]. Thus, it is expected that the cumulative effect
of using WT instead of second FT will bring to improvement of the new PFWT.
Processing resources necessary. Processing speed of PFWT can be simply estimated
as similar to this of P2DFT, using the following estimations by parts:
O(P)~(xmymθmρm)1/2, O(Fθ)~ O(Wθ)~θmlog(θm), and O(Fρ)~ O(Wρ)~ρmlog(ρm), where
xm, ym are the normalized input image dimensions, in our case xm = ym = 128, and
respectively θm = 512, ρm = 128. Some speed improvements can also be expected
considering the choice of L, L ≤ xmym/2, in our case L = 126.

4 Experiments
The experimental research of the proposed PFWT was conducted in the frames of the
EFIRS (Effective and Fast Image Retrieval System), developed by IIT-BAS, [3], [4].
EFIRS is a C/C++ written Windows-XP application operating on an IBM
compatible PC: Pentium 2.8 GHz, MM 1.0 GB, HDD 160 GB.

The test is implemented as a separate module of EFIRS, called SLT (Simple
Locate Test), and is described in brief below.
The tested IDBs are from the PORB practice – IDB1 of 4834 mark images, IDB2 of
30001 mark images, and IDB3 of 58338 mark images. The three IDBs include each
other as follows: IDB1⊂ IDB2⊂ IDB3, which contributes to the result analysis.
4.1 Test algorithm

The SLT algorithm consists of 2 general parts – a basic loop and a final computation.
The definition of the so-called Z-distance is essential for the SLT description.
Z-distance between two images. We define the Z-distance by the number of
positions to the end of the IDB keys, cf. descriptors in 2. Thus, the Z-distance between
two images under comparison, in our case – the query image at the input and the
retrieved one from IDB, is measured as the maximal tail difference length between
the respective image keys. The maximal tail difference length denotes the remainder
from the key after position l, l<L, as to which the CBIR method considers both
images similar enough, i.e.:

Z ( K1 , K 2 ) = L − max{l : | k1,i − k 2,i |≤ ε , i = 0,1,...l} ,
0 ≤l < L

(9 )

where L is the length of the IDB keys, K1 and K2, K=(k0, k1,…,kL-1) are the keys of
compared images, and the positive constant ε reflects the EFIRS’s built-in degree of
noise tolerance.
The SLT basic loop. For each image from the test IDB do the following 3 steps:
• Rotate the image at α, a given angle, obeying no image cut (see also Fig.2).
• Use the above rotated (and scaled) image as a query content to search for its
similarities into the same IDB. The number k of the similar images from the IDB
search is considered to be given a priori, 0<k<N, where N=|IDB| is the IDB volume
(in number of images).
• List the retrieved images into ascending order of their Z-distances to the query
content (descending order of similarities). Visualize the results graphically and protocol
them.
The SLT final computation. After exhausting the images of the test IDB, generalize
and protocol the results.
The generalization terms will be considered hereinafter in respect to only the
image retrieved at the first position in the list of similarities:
• Warning (W): reports about an inessential error that the retrieved image does
not coincide with the query one, but the Z-distance between them is “zero”. I.e., the
tested access method is too generalized to discriminate both images. W will stand for
the number of W-errors. Either W or its percentage towards the volume N of the entire
IDB will be worth for this analysis.

• Rough error (R): indicates an essential error − the retrieved image does not
coincide with the query one, and the Z-distance is positive, i.e. the tested access
method is not precise enough to cluster (to associate) both images. R will stand for the
number of R-errors.
• Total of errors (W+R): as well as the percentage towards N=|IDB|.
• Averaged Z-distance on the R-cases only.
• Averaged Z-distance on hits only: i.e. on successful cases, without any errors,
when the retrieved (at the first position from the list) image coincides with the initial
query content (at step 1 of the SLT loop), no matter how big their Z-distance is.
• Averadged access time per image

Fig. 2. Two images processed by both methods of comparison, PFWT and P2DFT.
Illustrations by rows: (1) the input images, (2) their polar mappings, (3) their PFWT keys to
an IDB, and (4) their P2DFT keys. The left vertical of illustrations stands for an original
mark image while the right one – for its rotation (at α=7°).

Regular noise introduced by the test. We will call regular noise the noise
introduced in the input image by the digital performance of the SLT preliminary
rotation. Besides, we will also consider as regular the noise caused by the SLT scaling
as well as the extra background added in order to avoid any cutting out of the resulted
image, see Fig.2, the upper row, on the right. This type of noise can also be attributed
to the performance inaccuracies of the polar mapping, etc. In view of the linearity of
the used transforms, we can treat the regular noise additively.
The so-defined regular noise is a constructive specificity of the EFIRS system and
can be interpreted as a deviation of the SLT rotation towards the virtual/ideal case of
infinitely high resolution. At this stage, the level δ of the introduced regular noise can
be manipulated mainly by choosing the preciseness level of the SLT rotation module.
4.2 Generalized experimental results

Tables 1, 2 and 3 generalize the experimental results for the three tested IDBs, each
one by rotation angle α=7°. The table column names correspond to the description in 4.1,
while the table rows − to both methods of comparison, P2DFT and PFWT.
Table 1. Both approaches P2DFT and PFWT on the first IDB (~5ooo marks).
4834
marks

Warn- Warn Rough Rough
ings -ings errors errors
(W)
(%)
(R)
(%)
P2DFT 906
18.7
48
1.0
PFWT
682
14.1
100
2.1

Total
W+R

Total
(%)

954
782

19.7
16.2

averaged
averaged
Z-distance Z-distance on
on R-cases hits (no err.s)
107.6
0.322
102.7
0.628

Table 2. Both approaches P2DFT and PFWT on the second IDB (~30ooo marks).
30001
marks

Warn- Warn Rough Rough
ings -ings errors errors
(W)
(%)
(R)
(%)
P2DFT 8008 26.7
344
1.2
PFWT 6574 21.9
698
2.3

Total
W+R

Total
(%)

8352
7272

27.8
24.2

averaged
averaged
Z-distance Z-distance on
on R-cases hits (no err.s)
103.1
0.230
96.3
0.518

Table 3. Both approaches P2DFT and PFWT on the third IDB (~60ooo marks).
Warn- Warn Rough Rough Total Total averaged
averaged
ings -ings errors errors W+R (%) Z-distance Z-distance on
(R)
(%)
on R-cases hits (no err.s)
(W)
(%)
P2DFT 16188 27.7
494
0.8
16682 28.6
100.9
0.175
PFWT 13626 23.4 1066
2.3
14692 25.2
93.4
0.335
58338
marks

As can be seen from Table 4, the averaged times per CBIR access for both methods
are commensurable to 0.6÷1.8 s. The similar times in the single search regime “locate”,
will increase up to 2÷7 s, mostly depending on the IDB volume N. More formally
tSLT = tinit + N .t access , t locate = t init + t access ,

(10)

where tSLT is the entire processing time for the SLT experiment for a given IDB of
volume N, tinit is the preprocessing time (for the EFIRS initialization with the given
IDB), and taccess is the average access time.
Table 4. Processing speed evaluated for both methods, P2DFT and PFWT, on the three IDBs.
IDB
volume
P2DFT
PFWT

4.3

Entire processing time [min] Pre-processing time [s]
4834

30001 58338

43.4
51.8

584.6
619.3

1916.6
1799.9

4834
0.8
2.0

30001 58338
7.9
7.5

12.3
12.6

Average access time [s/rec]
4834

30001

0.54
0.64

1.17
1.24

58338
1.97
1.85

Experimental result analysis

Zhang & Lu [10] propose an averaged evaluation of hits of searching in their IDBs. In
this work, another evaluation is proposed stressing on the retrieval at the first position
only. The obtained results are not directly comparable with [10] because of the
different test IDBs. That’s why the P2DFT that is available in EFIRS [3], [4] and
considered similar enough to [10] is chosen for comparison with the proposed PFWT.
Ascertainments. The generalized experimental results (Tables 1, 2, and 3) show that:
• The proposed PFWT wins against the P2DFT approach towards the error rate
of warning type, in the order of 4.3 ÷ 4.8 % towards N.
• In the opposite, towards the essential R-errors’ rate, PFWT loses against
P2DFT, in the order of 1.1 ÷ 1.5 % towards N.
These ascertainments are also confirmed by a comparison on the “averaged Z-distance”:
• The averaged Z-distance in rough error cases differs in about 2 times between
the proposed PFWT and the “classical” P2DFT as tested by the three IDBs. More
exactly it differs in about 19÷33% (for PFWT) and 14÷20% (for P2DFT) towards the
chosen length L of IDB keys, L=126.
• The averaged Z-distance on hits, i.e. on non error cases, is small enough
towards the chosen L, L=126, with both of the approaches and for all tested IDBs.
Here, PFWT loses towards P2DFT, generally because of the greater “density” of
PFWT-key-values around the query image than the corresponding “density” of
P2DFT; and the latter case should be considered occasional situations.
Interpretations. For given IDB and fixed ε − the level of the built-in noise tolerance
of EFIRS, see (9), the idea of testing with given access method consists in the
following:
• At high enough level δ of the introduced regular noise (see 4.1), it is natural to
find a multitude of essential errors by the SLT experiment.
• When decreasing δ, we may expect that the number R of essential errors will
diminish, and that at some δopt , δopt>0, R will reach “zero”. The non-occurrence of
this will be an indication for software performance errors either in the access method
performance or in the test experiment (!)

• Becides, if the IDB consists of clusters of very close or even equal images,
then the number W of warnings is going to remain high, even in the case of δ<δopt. To
improve the distinguishability between the two methods of comparison, PFWT and
P2DFT, a larger key length L can be chosen, L ≤ xmym/2, where xm, ym are the
normalized input image dimensions, in our case xm = ym = 128, i.e. L≤ 8192.

5 Conclusion
The introduction of WT, instead of FT, along the polar distances in the images after PMT,
determines a much lower correlation among the transformed image coefficients by PFWT
compared to P2DFT. Thus, the eventual additive input noise is better localizing using
PFWT, instead of P2DFT. Meanwhile, the noise influences much more coefficients at
P2DFT than at PFWT, which explains the larger number of warnings in the P2DFT case.
The relatively bigger number of essential errors by the proposed PFWT can be explained by
the impreciseness of the software implementation of the experiments at the time being.
By these reasons we still consider the proposed PFWT more effective that the
“classical” P2DFT approach for CBIR performances.
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